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Abstract

When attempting to identify a specific epilepsy syndrome, physicians are often unable to make or agree upon a diagnosis. This is further complicated by the fact that the current classification and diagnosis of epilepsy requires specialized training and the use of resources not typically available to the average clinician, such as training to recognize specific seizure types and electroencephalography (EEG)\textsuperscript{1–4}. Even when training and resources are available, expert epileptologists often find it challenging to identify seizure types and to distinguish between specific epilepsy syndromes\textsuperscript{5}. Information relevant to the diagnosis is present in narrative form in the medical record across several visits for an individual patient. Our ultimate goal is to create a system that will assist physicians in the diagnosis of epilepsy. This paper explores, as a baseline, text classification methods that attempt to correlate the narrative text features to the diagnosis of West syndrome (Infantile Spasms), using data from Phoenix Children’s Hospital (PCH). We tested these methods against a dataset containing known (coded) diagnosis of West Syndrome, and found the best performing method to have a precision / recall / f-measure of 76.8% / 66.7% / 71.4% when evaluated with 10-fold cross validation.

Introduction

Epilepsy and misidentification of specific epileptic syndromes has negative implications to public health. Epilepsy affects children and older adults, with 1 in 26 people suffering from it at some point in their lifetime, and about 65 million people affected world-wide\textsuperscript{6}. In the U.S., epilepsy is the fourth most common neurologic disorder with a prevalence of 2.2 million and an incidence rate of 150,000 individuals annually. Epilepsy is often poorly managed, misdiagnosed and, in the worst cases, untreated\textsuperscript{1,6,7}. These epileptic patients may experience difficulties with independent living that includes difficulties in school, uncertainties about employment possibilities, and limitations on driving. About 1 in 10,000 newly diagnosed patients suffer sudden unexpected death in epilepsy\textsuperscript{6}. While seizures, epilepsy, and their sequelae have always been present, there have been recent advances in the knowledge and understanding of the disease, its management, and its treatment. Unfortunately, current diagnostic and treatment methods do not adequately capitalize on these advances and patients who could be helped continue to suffer needlessly.

Epilepsy is a complex neurological disorder that manifests as two or more unprovoked seizures of varying types occurring within a 24-hour period\textsuperscript{2,8}. An epileptic seizure, also known as an ictal event, is a transient occurrence of signs and/or symptoms that are the manifestations of abnormally excessive synchronous activity of a set of neurons in the brain\textsuperscript{7,9,10}. A specific epilepsy syndrome is characterized by a cluster of signs and symptoms that define a unique epilepsy condition and often includes various seizure types\textsuperscript{9–12}. To make the diagnosis of epilepsy, clinicians currently utilize the 1981 and 1989 International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) classifications and clinical case experience. The identification of a specific epileptic syndrome begins with a description of symptoms by the patient and signs by eyewitnesses and requires the inclusion of electroencephalographic recordings of the ictal events. Depending on the type of seizures a person is suffering, along with other diagnostic measures such as age, developmental history, and EEG data, different types of epilepsy syndromes can be diagnosed, each of which requires different treatments. Unfortunately, few clinicians receive the training of expert epileptologists and epilepsy remains unidentified or misdiagnosed in as many as 12 to 23% of all cases leading to a mismatch of epilepsy syndrome to appropriate treatment and management\textsuperscript{13}. 
Concern over epilepsy misdiagnosis has reached a tipping point in recent years, leading to the Institute of Medicine (IOM) issuing the report, “Epilepsy Across the Spectrum”. In the report, it was recognized that the inability of physicians to make or agree upon a diagnosis consistently for a specific epilepsy syndrome is the major cause of inadequate management of the disease, which in turn, has negatively impacted public health.

As a first step towards better methods for epilepsy syndrome identification, a retrospective analysis was conducted of 27,524 patient records referred to Phoenix Children’s Hospital (PCH). The objective of this study is to evaluate text classification methods that do not require any additional annotations, and that can correlate the narrative text present in the records (including EEG reports) to a specific diagnosis (West Syndrome).

Background

West Syndrome, also known as infantile spasms was one of the first epilepsy syndromes discovered. It has an incidence rate of 2 to 3.5 per 10,000 live births with 90% of cases occurring in the first year. The diagnosis can be made based on age, developmental history, semiology (observed signs), and EEG patterns. Spasms typically have a neonatal onset and affect boys slightly more than girls between 4 to 8 months of age, but occasionally late onset may occur. Additionally, the child typically has marked developmental delay and mental retardation. A cluster of motor seizures of two major types (spasms and tonic contractions) occur for a duration of less than 1-10 minutes. The initial component consists of 2-100 brief epileptic spasms of variable frequency of 1-2 seconds for each spasm. These affect primarily the axial muscles of the neck and trunk and appear as characteristic head noddings or “bobblings”. As these seizures occur, various characteristic features on an EEG can be observed. These observations are typically described in detail within the narrative portions of the record and the EEG report.

The clinical features of infantile spasms are considered characteristic, and a diagnosis can be easily made by an expert epileptologist. It is one of the least misdiagnosed epilepsy syndromes, and is thus an excellent case study for the methods proposed, as we expect that most of the true positives will be correctly coded for West Syndrome in the PCH dataset. Still, manual review of false positives is ongoing.

However, it is possible that if certain features co-occur, there may be cases of West Syndrome that may have been missed in the original assessment, and there might be cases that require only one or two additional pieces of information to clinch the diagnosis. An automatic method that could notify the tending physician at the right time could help identify such cases.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a subfield of Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence that focuses on human language, and includes tasks such as information extraction and entity recognition. NLP based Clinical Decision Support has been discussed in Demner-Fushman et al., however Meystre et al. suggest that this area of research is relatively underdeveloped compared to other areas of BioNLP. However, there do exist a few similar systems. Yetisgen-Yildiz et al. present a system for the identification of patients with acute lung injury from free-text chest x-ray reports. This system uses a feature set based on unigrams, bigrams and trigrams as well as an assertion analysis system to classify the free-text of x-ray reports. Their best performing classifier configuration achieved a precision / recall / f-measure score of 81.7% / 75.6 % / 74.6 %.

Another system developed by Wagholikar et al. uses NLP techniques to generate cervical cancer screening guidelines from free-text Pap reports. This system used hand-crafted rules to suggest cervical cancer screenings based on the text of the Pap reports, and in their evaluation they found that their system suggested the optimal screening recommendations in 73 of their 74 test cases.

The automatic coding of medical text is another related area of research that has been supported by the BioNLP community. This area of study was the subject of a shared task, which challenged teams to automatically assign ICD-9-CM codes to radiology reports. While a number of the top performing systems in the challenge rely on experts to manually craft rules for their systems, Farkas and Szarvas present an approach that uses machine learning techniques to automatically generate coding rules for their system. Their resulting system achieves a precision / recall / f-measure score of 87.6% / 90.0 % / 88.9 % on the shared task test set, which is competitive with the highest scoring system of the challenge, which achieved an f-measure of 89.1 %.

Methods
Dataset: A retrospective analysis was conducted of 27,524 patient records referred to Phoenix Children’s Hospital (PCH). These records consist of patients that have been coded for epilepsy (all ICD9 345 codes) as well as those with insufficient clinical evidence to support a specific diagnosis of an epilepsy syndrome (patients coded with ICD9 780.39 ‘Other Convulsions’). We divided the patient records into three groups: 1) 144 patients coded for Infantile Spasms (ICD9 codes 345.60 and 345.61); 2) 2,818 patients with records that contain Infantile Spasm-related keywords ["infantile spasms", "tuberous sclerosis", "hypsarrythmia", "ACTH", "prednisolone" and "aicardi syndrome"], but are not coded for Infantile Spasms; and 3) 24,562 patients with records neither coded for infantile spasms nor containing Infantile Spasm-related keywords. For our experiments, we created a corpus consisting of the records of the 144 patients coded for infantile spasms as positive examples and the records of 3,600 randomly chosen patients from group three as negative examples.

Preprocessing: For this classification task, we only used the free-text from discharge summaries and EEG reports. We used a simple tokenizer to tokenized the text at whitespace and punctuation, and removed all digits and special characters. We also removed all Infantile Spasm-related keywords and English stopwords from the text.

Feature generation: We tested two different techniques for generating a feature set from the patient record free-text, TF-IDF vectors and a topic distribution based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

Our first feature set consisted of TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document frequency) vectors, a popular scheme that is generally used for indexing documents for information retrieval\(^{22}\). For each term in a document, the term frequency (how many time a term appears in the document) and the inverse document frequency (a measure of how rare a term is across documents) is calculated, and these values are used to construct a term vector representation of the document.

Our second approach consisted of representing each patient as a topic distribution based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)\(^{23}\). LDA is an unsupervised technique used for topic discovery and text classification. It assumes that each document is generated based on some topic distribution and each topic’s word distribution. It then attempts to use the observed information, i.e. the words in the documents, to predict the unobserved information, i.e. the topics, the topic distribution and the word distributions within each topic. We trained an LDA topic model on the patient data consisting of 1,500 topics, with the topic size chosen based on testing a subsample of the corpus, and we used the corpus to estimate the topic distribution for each record. We used the Mallet toolkit to build the LDA models\(^{24}\). We used this topic distribution as a feature set; in a method tantamount to using LDA for dimensionality reduction, and a method mentioned in Blei and McAuliffe\(^{25}\).

Training data sampling: One issue we encountered with the dataset is the relative rarity of Infantile Spasm patients compared to the negative examples. Because of this disparity, we ran into issues of having too few positive examples to train our classifiers.

We tested two solutions to this problem, oversampling the positive classes and undersampling the negative classes. In both cases, we attempted to have a 3 to 1 ratio of negative to positive examples (compared to the 25 to 1 ratio of our corpus). In oversampling, we keep the number of negative examples the same, but give the positive examples a weight of 8.33 times the negative examples. In undersampling, we trained the model on a random subset of the data which has the 3 to 1 ratio.

Classification and Evaluation We compared two different classification algorithms for this task; a multinomial Naïve Bayes classifier and a Support Vector Machine classifier\(^{26,27}\). These classifiers were chosen for their speed and for their documented performance in text classification tasks.

We evaluated our classification models using 10-fold cross validation, and we trained and evaluated each classification model using Weka, and as specified as the Weka documentation, the folds were selected randomly\(^{28}\).

Results and Discussion

The results of our experiment can be seen in Table 1.

These results do not overtake the top performing systems, yet they are compatible to other systems in this domain, and they represent a reasonable baseline for which to continue research. Furthermore, these results show that the use of domain knowledge is not a necessary requirement to achieve reasonable results. There are also a few conclusions that
Table 1: Classification results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>multinomial Naïve Bayes - LDA - no sampling</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multinomial Naïve Bayes - TF*IDF - no sampling</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM - LDA - no sampling</td>
<td>45.0%</td>
<td>34.7%</td>
<td>39.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM - TF*IDF - no sampling</td>
<td>55.1%</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>38.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multinomial Naïve Bayes - LDA - oversampling</td>
<td>47.4%</td>
<td>75.7%</td>
<td>53.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multinomial Naïve Bayes - TF*IDF - oversampling</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>64.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM - LDA - oversampling</td>
<td>81.4%</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>43.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM - TF*IDF - oversampling</td>
<td>88.2%</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multinomial Naïve Bayes - LDA - undersampling</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td>58.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multinomial Naïve Bayes - TF*IDF - undersampling</td>
<td>59.7%</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>66.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM - LDA - undersampling</td>
<td>70.1%</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM - TF*IDF - undersampling</td>
<td>76.8%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

can be drawn from these results. The first conclusion is that a sampling method (either over or under sampling) is a requirement to get usable performance. However, from analyzing the results, it seems that oversampling may be over fitting the data, which causes the precision-recall difference between the over and under sampling.

We can also gather from these results that LDA is an effective dimension reduction technique for this type of text, when using a SVM classifier. Though the TF-IDF features outperform the LDA-based features, the TF-IDF vectors are 10 times as large, and represent a non-trivial computation time cost for certain classifiers. Finally, we can see that SVM consistently had high precision-low recall compared to the Naïve Bayes’ comparatively low precision-high recall. Though one would ideally want both high precision and high recall, these classifier tendencies are worth keeping in mind depending on the task.

Conclusion

The use of Natural Language Processing for Clinical Decision Support is an academically underserved domain that holds a large potential. The results of our baseline system are comparable to other systems in the domain, and can identify misdiagnosed epilepsies or improve the ability for medical doctors to identify an epilepsy syndrome not previously diagnosed. This can potentially improve the match between patient and the best treatment available for a specific epilepsy syndrome, and can further the goal for better seizure control and improvement in quality of life for the patient.
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